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Introducing 
ClearRoutetm 2 
gauging software

Benefits of 
ClearRoutetm  2

To meet the demands of modern railway maintainers  
Balfour Beatty has updated its market leading ClearRoute™ 
clearance software with a more modern product - ClearRoute™ 2.

ClearRoute™ has been a trusted product for carrying out  
clearance and gauging analysis since the early 1990’s. 
It is the tool of preference for permanent way and gauging 
engineers in the UK and in international markets.

With today’s modern complex rail systems and increased need  
to run more trains ClearRoute™ 2 has been improved to offer more 
flexible levels of functionality to meet user requirements.

Balfour Beatty has developed 
the most advanced approach to 
clearance assessment in the world.

Versatility

• The ability to support route capability assessments 
on all rail networks

• Improved track alignment and feasibility works

• Supports clearance assessments for both passenger 
and freight movements

• Assist with the introduction of larger trains:

 » For improved route performance 

 » Greater passenger numbers

 » Increased revenue 

 » Improved leasing arrangements between rolling 
stock and train operators

• Using ClearRoute™ 2 can unlock the available space 
of a historically restrictive railway system without the 
need for costly infrastructure modifications.

Network optimisation

• Assist with maintaining safe clearances between 
trains and rail infrastructure

• Allows permanent way engineers to carry out 
track alignment work based on accurate clearance 
analysis.
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Creating assessments  
and data analysis

ClearRoute™ 2 is designed to carry out various types of gauging 
analysis based on the mandatory settings and tolerances 
defined by rail standards. The software offers a flexible level 
of functionality to provide speedy and efficient clearance 
assessments, presenting clear and concise reports.

ClearRoute™ 2 allows the user to carry out different types of 
clearance analysis such as: vehicle passing, structure clearances 
and platform stepping.

Vehicle passing Structure clearances Platform stepping 

Typical Excel report

What data and 
information is required?

Vehicle  
models

ClearRoute™ 2 
carries out the 
gauging process 
by comparing 
measured 
infrastructure 
with dynamic 
vehicle models. 

left: typical 
screen shots

ClearRoute™ 2 selects measurement data from a database of 
infrastructure information. This manages all structures and their 
associated track geometry.

The software has a growing range of import modules which 
support and accept various forms of survey methods. The data 
can be stored and managed in a local format, or the user can 
decide to use structure profiles held on Network Rail’s National 
Gauging Database.

Tools within ClearRoute™ 2 can be managed and edited to 
allow the analysis of blocks of data - routes - on which analysis 
is to be performed. 

ClearRoute™ 2 is compatible with all  forms of data collection, 
and is particularly suited to the measuring systems developed 
by Balfour Beatty, such as the lightweight measurement laser 
scanner, LasersweepTM.

• Vehicle and gauge models are held in a library within 
ClearRoute™ 2. This vehicle library is maintained by a 
team of experienced rail engineers.

• Vehicles may be selected individually or as a group for 
use when performing a variety of clearances. 

• Vehicle models include all of the necessary profile and 
movement data to calculate a dynamic swept envelope. 

• The software supports DG501, RIS2773 and VAMPIRETM 
vehicle models.

• Tools provided allow the user to populate a private library  
of vehicles and include an editing module for vehicle creation. 

• ClearRoute™ 2  also offers a tilting train module. This  
module employs a mechanism to tilt the train when  
traversing curved track. 

The results within the software and Excel reports will show any 
infringements and fouls. Reports will also display all analysed 
vehicles along with details of their measurement profiles.

Results are categorised using different colours so the user can 
easily identify the differences. 
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Design functionality

Summary of features

Training and support

Excel design sheet

Design tools enable the user to undertake necessary design 
changes when the parameters of a structure profile, such as  
track geometry, are changed.

Once designs have been produced it is possible to carry 
out clearance runs using the design and analyse the 
redesigned  profile.

• Clear and concise user interface incorporating simple 
navigation icons

• A range of editing and design tools for accurate analysis

• Simple module architecture allows the user to create 
their own user specific ClearRoute™ 2 licences

• Import modules allow the inclusion of most types  
of measurement data

• Ability to create and edit vehicle models

• Multiple run type capability/extensive output  
data sheets

• Standards compliant

• Network Rail approved

Networking licenses

• Option for network licences for multiple users/site 
locations etc

To support ClearRoute™2 software Balfour Beatty has introduced 
a new certification which covers not only how to use the software, 
but also the principles of gauging and how to apply these using 
ClearRoute™2. The certification is recognised by Network Rail and 
is valid for a period of two years.

Fully trained and experienced staff offer a range of technical 
support services for all licensed users. Training is provided at 
our offices in Matlock and Derby or it can be carried out at our 
customers’ own premises if preferred.
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Balfour Beatty
Quarnmilll House
Stores Road
Derby
DE21 4XF

Tel 01332 225133  
Email software@bbrail.com


